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After
Mter seven games of the 1961Ri e OwlsOwls
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preseason favorites
favqrites for the SWCSWC
Jtuallyirtuallyvvirtuallycrown have now been virtually
Jtually
rown
sossosso
eliminated from any chance at so
to
much
uch as a tie What happened toin
the Owls cannot be answered inmightany brief manner but we might
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this is typicalsweepsthis
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many years
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years
aaIn the past couple of yearsline in Rice
Ri e history became anotic d aaaquagmire of injuries before thethe however we have noticed
chai1ge in college ofof¬
season really
Since sweeping change
eally got started Sincedouble
wing Ts doublefootballwing
LSU Cornett has been hurt rere fensive football
every
wing Ts
men in motion on everyT s men
is win
hurt and hurt again Blume isbruised- play
Jackson a bruised
backsan
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an endless vaiackson
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playy slot backs
now hobbled Jacksona
Cadell a broken nose Reesformations
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Rees riety of formationsNeeNee
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andandand
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tor has certainly
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Saturday last
punt
one and puntGO
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because
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Things approached the ridicuordered
orderecorderec
lous Saturday
Saturd yl Obviously orderedcautious
from the bench to be cautiousOwl
Ow
backs
quarte backs sent our backsOwl quarterbacks
into seven and eight man ArAr ¬
kansas
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walls
forward
knewthat
kansa
kansa
pass
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wee wouldnt passad ¬
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mit that conditions on Saturday
tl a-aawere not too conductive to
attack to say the leastpassing1
least
p ssing attack1
passing
slow
but the downpour didnt slowninepjgs They threw nine
down the Pigs
down
for
times and completed five forcom ¬
sixtyeight yards a very
very7 cominmendable performance even in
weatherperfect
jerlect weather
ArkansasThe point is this Arkansas
nolnot
w re notcertainly realized we were
nol
going to throw at all Hence ourour
immovable
immovablbacks plowed into immovableaU afaf ¬
seven and eightman lines all
esevenand
sevenand
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ternoon We never tried to loosran
en up the defense We just ranforthree and punted and prayed for
allall
allnevez cam
came With ala break that never
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over ¬
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p wer an eightman
eghtman line
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SO IT ALL ADDS UP to thisto
injuries have forced the Owls toupp that
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erful
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